Most Wired Twitter Chat - Join to Share Your Most Wired Success
Monday July 18, 12:00-1:00 p.m. PT

Technology is improving the efficiency of care delivery and creating a new dynamic in patient interactions, according to results of the 18th annual Health Care’s Most Wired® survey, released today by the American Hospital Association’s Health Forum. According to the survey, Most Wired hospitals are using telehealth to fill gaps in care; provide services 24 hours a day, 7 days a week; and expand access to medical specialists. To honor this year’s Most Wired hospitals and hear more about how they are improving care, the American Hospital Association (@ahahospitals) will host a Twitter Chat on Monday, July 18 at 12:00 p.m. PT during the AHA Health Forum Leadership Summit.

The Twitter chat will feature 2016 Most Wired award winners and explore how health information technology is helping to improve patient care and population health in communities across the country. Hospitals, health systems, patients, and others are encouraged to join the chat to learn more and share their experiences with health technology.

Chat participants include:
- Moderator: American Hospital Association (@ahahospitals)
- Special Guest: Health Forum (@HealthForumNews)

Here’s how you can participate in the #MostWired Twitter Chat:
- @ahahospitals will announce the beginning of the chat and pose a few questions using the #MostWired hashtag to get the conversation rolling. You are encouraged to use #HFSummit tag as often as you can.
- Follow @ahahospitals on twitter.
- On July 18, 12:00-1:00 p.m. PT visit twitter.com and search #MostWired (or watch the #MostWired / #HFSummit hashtag via TweetChat, TweetDeck or another Twitter client.)
- Join the conversation by tweeting your questions and comments - make sure to include the #MostWired hashtag.

Sample questions are below:
1. How is #healthIT being used for population health? #MostWired #HFSummit
2. How are mobile apps continuing to shape health care? #MostWired #HFSummit
3. How are hospitals applying #dataanalytics to deliver population health? #MostWired #HFSummit
4. What are the top #telehealth services being offered in the hospitals #MostWired #HFSummit
5. How is #healthIT being used to manage chronic diseases? #MostWired #HFSummit
6. How are hospitals using #socialmedia to create healthy communities? #MostWired #HFSummit
7. How are hospitals working toward interoperability? #MostWired #HFSummit
8. How are hospitals using #healthIT to deliver value-based care? #HFSummit #MostWired
9. How is your hospital redefining care and advancing care in America?

Questions? Tweet us at @ahahospitals